CASE STUDY

Deep Recycling & Grid Installation

‘Innovation leads the
one pass foam, cement
and low layer grid trials
in Norfolk’

Scheme:
Authority:
Term Contractor:
Date:
Area:
In-Situ Process:

B1160 College Road, Wissington
Norfolk County Council
Tarmac
June 2021
10,230m2
Deep Recycling using Down Cut W380CRi
CIR machine
Pavement
Recycled HBM & Foamed Asphalt laid onto geogrid
Treatments: 	foundation, surfaced with asphalt overlay
206 Tonnes
CO2 Saving:

Wissington in Norfolk is the site of British Sugar’s
largest refinery in the UK, indeed the largest in
Europe, and the local highway network certainly
takes the strain. Sitting on peat and soft ground,
alongside deep drainage ditches, the client required
a deeper solution than simple asphalt patching.
The reconstruction of this section of College Road involved in situ
recycling the existing carriageway materials using cementitious
binder placed onto the road prior to mixing, to create a Hydraulic
Bound Material as well as a section of Foamed Bitumen binder
injected into the mixing chamber of the recycler to create
Bituminous bound cold recycled material.
The recycled layers in both sections received an Asphalt Binder
course and an Asphalt Surface course.
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In addition, stabilisation was to be enhanced mechanically
using a polypropylene grid below the recycled platform.
The grid installation and both the foamed and cementitious
recycling was carried out trialling the unique “one pass”
approach developed by Stabilised Pavements using the latest
generation Wirtgen 380CRi Recycler adapted with a new Grid
dispensing attachment.
The extent of the works is a little under 2km of the B1160,
heading South from British Sugar’s Wissington Sugar Factory on
College Road. Providing access and egress for lorries into and
out of the factory in addition to agricultural use and local traffic
between West Dereham, Southery and Methwold.
The road condition prior to intervention was cracked and
undulating, largely recognised as a result of the underlying
ground conditions consisting of black peat and variable
moistures. The impact of the peat and moisture has meant
the structural integrity of the carriageway above has been
compromised and consequently limiting its ability to carry the
levels of traffic using it.
The proposed design solution in line with TRL 611 involved
reconstruction using an in-situ recycled foundation layer with a
structural stiffness sufficient to provide a sound platform for an
asphalt binder and surface layer collectively appropriate for the
7.1 Million Standard Axles capacity of the road.
Analysis of this proposal validates the capacity in theory;
however, the impact of the sub-grade may be a detrimental
influence on the outcome in the longer term. Therefore, the
incorporation of a grid was considered a further enhancement to
retain the roads performance and condition.
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A polypropylene geogrid, incorporated into the reconstruction
below the recycled layer and above the subgrade had been
proposed, which historically would have meant excavation of the
carriageway to lay the grid before covering and recycling.

SPL have now developed a pioneering “one pass”
technique by using the Wirtgen 380CRi.
As the recycling takes place, this state-of-the-art
recycler exposes a section of subgrade below the
material conveyor for a brief period, presenting the
opportunity to roll out the grid before the recycled
layer is placed back onto this grid in the road through
the following paver.

This installation technique has minimal impact on the delivery
of the recycling in terms of productivity yet benefits the
construction by acting as a spring constraint preventing the
development of micro cracks through crack recovery when
loads are applied within the grid layer. This mitigation of the
development of cracking preserves the structural benefits and
life of the hydraulically and bitumen bound recycled layers
therefore preserving the integrity as a supporting layer to the
Asphalt above.
In addition to the successful trial of this installation technique,
a trial section using Foamed Bitumen to create a Bituminous
bound cold recycled material was also carried out as an
alternative to the cementitious Hydraulically Bound Material.
Creation of the product in Phase 2 of the works (B1160 East
West) was achieved utilising the Wirtgen 380Cri, recycling the
existing carriageway aggregate using bitumen with good foaming
characteristics and additions of cement and Pulverised Fuel
Ash (PFA). This section will be monitored closely to evaluate
the impact of moisture and sub-grade to establish performance
compared to the HBM.
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At SPL it is our firm belief that measuring and managing our
environmental performance in turn gives rise to innovation and
efficiencies that lead to real commercial benefits. With improved
efficiency around the grid installation, the high outputs of
the W380Cri and the re-engineering of existing carriageway
aggregates comes inevitable Carbon benefits. Using the CO2
calculator for this scheme, which considers industry recognised
embodied material Carbon numbers as well as variables around
travel we can demonstrate a Carbon saving of more than 200
Tonnes over traditional construction techniques. 200 Tonnes of
Carbon being the equivalent to Greenhouse Gas Emissions from
an average car driving 525,000 miles.
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